
Me&McQ ’s dazzling Collection of laser cut Pop Up Cards

Pop Up Christmas Cards
Made to Stand Up & Stand Out!



Very Special Friends and Family Deserve
Very Special Christmas Cards 

X3D030 Bethlehem

Unveil our dazzling collection of laser-cut pop-up cards, featuring 
intricate designs and imaginative themes that leap off the shelf and 

instantly grab attention. 

Imagine customers stopping in their tracks, mesmerized by 3D 
wonderlands unfolding before their eyes. These aren’t just cards, 

they’re conversation starters, cherished keepsakes, and guaranteed 
sales boosters.

See for yourself how quickly they move from your shop window to a 
place of honor in homes. Our unique pop-up magic delivers delight 

and amazement in ways ordinary cards never could.

Ready to wow your customers and boost your bottom line? 
Let’s collaborate to bring this captivating range to life. 

Contact us today!

Don’t settle for boring cards
‘WOW’ your customers this Christmas!

7110 Golden Ring Road, Suite 108, Essex, Maryland 21221
www.nandq.com

410-682-6102, fax: 410-682-5397
eorders@nandq.com



X3D036 Christmas Flower Cage X3D035 Snow Queen Sleigh



X3D034 Christmas Caravan X3D033 Tartan Christmas Car



X3D032 Hare Racing X3D031 Cosy Christmas Cottage



X3D030 Bethlehem X3D029 Cat Sleigh



X3D028 White Lantern X3D027 Santa’s Moon Sleigh



X3D026 BOS Umbrella X3D025 Christmas Puppets



X3D024 Christmas Carol X3D023 Christmas Camper



X3D022 Gingerbread House X3D015 Christmas Hut



X3D014 Woodland Sleigh X3D011 The Lantern



XTW035 It’s Santa XTW033 Midnight Woodland



XTW031 Three Kings XTW030 Sitting Room



XTW029 Cats’ Christmas XTW027 Santa’s Shed



XTW026 Silent Night XTW025 Alice’s Christmas



XTW024 Nativity XTW023 Christmas Floral



XTW022 Santa’s Village XTW021 Santa’s Woodland



XTW020 Let It Snow XTW019 The Nutcracker



XTW018 Santa’s Express XTW017 What the Dickens



XTW014 Christmas Carousel XTW010 Doggie Noel



XTW008 White Magic

Notes & Queries
Me&McQ: 

Where Exquisite Details Meet Meaningful Moments

Notes & Queries considers itself extraordinarily lucky to represent Me&McQ’s 
specialty greeting cards in the American Marketplace for over 25 years! 

As designers and artists, they are passionate about papercraft! They pour their 
hearts into crafting more than just greetings cards – they create keepsakes. 

Each Me&McQ design is meticulously crafted, bursting with intricate details that 
delight and surprise with every glance. Often inspired by the beauty of their local 

countryside, their team spends weeks designing, illustrating, and refining each card, 
ensuring it becomes a treasured possession.

A “Wow” in Every Card! Our pop-up designs aren’t just sent as cards; they’re 
received as special gifts. The joy of giving and receiving a Me&McQ card is 

unparalleled, and this extraordinary collection is sure to leave a lasting impression.

True Keepsakes. Made with high-quality materials and cutting-edge techniques, 
our cards are built to last. They often find a place on mantles or trophy cabinets, 
admired long after the occasion has passed. We hear all the time that our unique 

designs spark excited calls of appreciation from delighted recipients.

Why is this important? We believe in the power of connection and the joy of sharing 
special moments. These amazing greeting cards are more than paper; they’re 

expressions of love, laughter, and appreciation. Together with the team at Me&McQ, 
we are passionate about creating keepsakes that spark joy and connection, and 

that’s what drives all of us to pour our hearts into every detail.

Join us on this journey of exquisite papercraft and meaningful connections. 
Explore Me&McQ’s collection and discover the 

Me&McQ and Notes & Queries difference 



Pop Up Cards

Not just for Christmas... 
   ...for celebrating life!

Find the cards that your customers 
will love sending to those truly 
special people in their lives. 

www.nandq.com

Don’t Miss Our Stunning Everyday Collection.
Available at www.nandq.com

TW055 Summer



The Cosy Christmas Cottage X3D031
It’s Worth Driving Home For Christmas!
Available at www.nandq.com

Raise the Roof on your Christmas sales!
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www.nandq.com

410-682-6102, fax: 410-682-5397
eorders@nandq.com


